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Abstract

The possibility of producing femtosecond x-rays through Thomson scattering high power

laser beams off laser wakefield generated relativistic electron beams is discussed. The electron

beams are produced with either a self-modulated laser wakefield accelerator (SM-LWFA) or

through a standard laser wakefield accelerator (LWFA) with optical injection. For a SM-

LWFA (LWFA) produced electron beam, a broad (narrow) energy distribution is assumed,

resulting in X-ray spectra that are broadband (monochromatic). Designs are presented for

3-100 fs X-ray pulses and the expected flux and brightness of these sources are compared.

Keywords: X-ray, femtosecond, laser, electron beam, Thomson scattering, diffraction,

laser wakefield acceleration.
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I. INTRODUCTION

There are many different approaches for the generation of femtosecond x-ray pulses [1],

one of them being Thomson scattering (TS) [2] an intense laser off an intense electron

beam [3]- [15]. The first demonstration of the generation of sub-picosecond duration x-ray

pulses using 90◦ TS was implemented at the Beam Test Facility of the Advanced Light

Source at Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL) [7]- [9]. The generated X-ray

pulse duration of 300 fs (FWHM) was determined by the convolution between the laser

pulse duration (100 fs) and the crossing time of the laser across the tightly focused electron

beam (200 - 250 fs). The number of x-rays and peak brightness of the 90◦ TS source

experiments at LBNL was in part limited by the fact that the laser beam only interacted

with about a 100 fs long electron beam slice (or 0.3% of all the available electrons), as well

as the relatively high transverse emittance of the electron beam and low peak laser power

used in the experiment. To increase the photon yield and source brightness, high quality

femtosecond electron bunches are needed. Such electron bunches could then be used to

produce femtosecond x-rays through 180◦ laser backscattering or through Bremsstrahlung

in a thin, solid target [15].

In this paper, we discuss the use of electron beams produced with laser wakefield accel-

erators (LWFAs) [16] for TS sources. The characteristic scale length of the accelerating field

in a plasma-based accelerator [16] is the plasma wavelength, λp[m] � 3.3× 104n
−1/2
p [cm−3],

where np is the plasma density. In the self-modulated laser wakefield accelerator (SML-

WFA) [17]- [18], energies up to 100 MeV have been demonstrated in several experiments

[19]- [27], however, with large (100%) energy spread, since the electrons are self-trapped from

the background plasma. In the standard LWFA (typically λp ∼ 100 µm) electrons are not

self-trapped and the production of electron beams with low momentum spread and good

pulse-to-pulse energy stability requires femtosecond electron bunches to be injected with

femtosecond synchronization with respect to the plasma wake. Although conventional elec-

tron sources (photocathode or thermionic RF guns) have achieved sub-picosecond electron
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bunches, the requirements for injection into plasma-based accelerators are presently beyond

the performance of these conventional electron sources. Novel schemes which rely on laser

triggered injection of plasma electrons into their own plasma wake have been proposed to

generate the required femtosecond electron bunches [28]- [32].

We present designs of two novel sources of ultrashort x-ray pulses using TS from relativis-

tic electron beams produced with LWFAs. In Sec. 2, analytic expressions for TS including

broadening from an arbitrary energy distribution are presented. These expressions are valid

when the number of periods in the interaction region is large and provide a new and efficient

way to evaluate the broadened spectral flux density for the wide range of possible energy

distributions which LWFAs can produce. The limiting case of a narrow Gaussian distribu-

tion is shown to agree with standard formulae, and the analysis is applied in the case of

100% energy spread, where standard formulae do not apply. In Sec. 3, TS designs using

electron bunches produced via the SMLWFA and a standard LWFA with optical injection

are compared. The SMLWA yields large amounts of charge having large energy spread due

to uncontrolled trapping, and can provide X-ray flux over a large BW in a < 100 fs pulse.

The colliding pulse all-optical injector [28]- [30], which utilizes optical methods for triggering

the trapping of electrons, holds the promise to produce low emittance electron bunches with

low energy spread, which can be used to generate high brightness X-ray pulses with a few

fs pulse length.

II. TS SPECTRUM FOR ARBITRARY ENERGY DISTRIBUTION

In general, the computation of spectral flux density from an electron beam, including

realistic spreads in beam parameters, is performed through convolution of the electron distri-

bution with the single electron spectral flux density. For a normalized electron distribution

function, f(γ, θe), the resulting spectral flux density of the TS radiation from an electron

beam is given by

d2IT
dωdΩ

(θ, ω) =

∫
dθedγf(θe, γ)

d2I

dωdΩ
(θ − θe, γ, ω), (1)
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where d2I(θ, γ, ω)/dωdΩ is the energy radiated by a single electron per unit frequency and

solid angle, θ is the observation angle with respect to the longitudinal axis, ω the frequency

of the TS radiation, θe is the angle the electron trajectory with respect to the longitudinal

axis (θ2
e � 1 is assumed), and γ is the electron energy.

The electron beams characteristic of LWFA designs under current development provide

strongly contrasting cases of inhomogeneous broadening. When the electron energy dis-

tribution is narrow, standard formulae [3]- [9], [15] can be used to evaluate the energy

spread contribution to figures of merit such as on-axis flux and brightness. Such is the case

for the colliding pulse optical injection in a standard LWFA. However, when the energy

distribution is broad, such as the 100% energy spread of the SMLWFA, the standard for-

mulae cannot be applied. They become inapplicable because the on-axis frequency, 4γ2ω0,

(a0 � 1, θ = 0) can change by up to three orders of magnitude across the energy distri-

bution, accompanied by a factor of thirty change in the on-axis opening angle, 1/(γ
√
N0).

Here, a0 � 8.5 × 10−10λ0[µm]I1/2[W/cm2] is the normalized vector potential of the laser

pulse (laser strength parameter), I is the laser pulse intensity, λ0 is the laser wavelength,

ω0 = 2πc/λ0 is the laser frequency, and N0 is the number of periods of the laser pulse with

which the electron interacts. When a2
0 is not small compared with unity, the situation is even

more complex, as there is substantial overlap between harmonics radiated by lower energy

electrons in the distribution and radiation at the fundamental by higher energy electrons.

This problem can be overcome by noticing that a very large number of periods is available

in the interaction region (up to 1000’s) in TS designs, so that the intrinsic spectral line

broadening at any fixed angle is essentially a delta function compared with the contribution

from the energy distribution for realistic parameters. In this case, analytic expressions

can be obtained for spectral flux density which are valid for arbitrary energy distributions,

including the 100% energy distribution of the SMLWA.
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A. Single electron spectrum

The general form of the energy radiated by a single electron per unit frequency, dω, per

unit solid angle, dΩ, derived by integrating the Lienard Wiechert potentials, can be found in

reference [4]. Here we consider the small a0 limit (a2
0 � 1), where the main contribution to

the radiation comes from the fundamental. For typical experimental parameters and regimes

of interest, the electron beam energy satisfies γ2 � 1 and the angle of observation is small

(θ2 � 1). Then, the TS spectral flux density simplifies to

d2I

dωdΩ
� remc

(
ω

4γ2ω0

)2

γ2N2
0a

2
0R(ω, ω0), (2)

where re = e2/mc2 is the classical electron radius, m is the electron mass, c is the speed of

light, and the spectral flux density has been evaluated in the plane perpendicular to that of

the laser polarization.

The resonance function, R(ω, ω0) determines many of the defining characteristics of

Thomson scattered radiation:

R(ω, ω0) =

(
sin k̄L/2

k̄L/2

)2

, (3)

where

k̄ = k(1 + γ2θ2)/(4γ2)− k0, (4)

L = N0λ0 is the length of the interaction region, k = ω/c is the radiation wavenumber, and

k0 = ω0/c is the laser wavenumber. The condition k̄ = 0 corresponds to a Doppler shifted

resonant frequency of

ωr � 4γ2ω0/(1 + γ2θ2) (5)

or, equivalently, a resonant energy of

γ2
r �

ω/4ω0

(1− ωθ2/4ω0)
. (6)
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Of particular interest to TS using laser wakefield electron injectors is the behavior for a

large number of periods, N0. In the limit N0 →∞,

R→ ∆ωrδ(ω − ωr) = ∆γrδ(γ − γr), (7)

where ∆ωr = ωr/N0 is the spectral width, which corresponds to ∆γr = 2γ3
rω0/N0ωr.

B. Spectrum for the SMLWA bunch

To include the effect of energy spread, the spectral flux density is integrated over electron

energy spectrum, f(γ),

d2IT
dωdΩ

�
∫
dγf(γ)

d2I

dωdΩ
. (8)

Beam emittance is neglected since the angular width of the spectrum is much broader than

typical beam divergence for photon energies of interest (see Fig. 2c). Assume f(γ) is slowly

varying compared to R(ω, ωr) for fixed ω. Integrating over the delta function approximation

for R(ω, ωr) in frequency (energy) yields the following analytic form for the energy integrated

spectrum

d2IT
dωdΩ

� remc
16

N0a
2
0

(
ω

ω0

)3/2

f
(
γ = (ω/4ω0)

1/2
)
. (9)

Of particular interest is the photon flux and brightness of the TS radiation. Assuming

that the collection angle θd is small, θd < (∆ω/ω)1/2/γ < (1/N)1/2/γ, so that the intensity

distribution is flat over the solid angle ∆Ωd = πθ2
d, the number of photons intercepted in a

small bandwidth ∆ω and solid angle ∆Ωd is

NT =
1

�

d2IT
dωdΩ

∆ω

ω
πθ2

d �
αf
16
N0a

2
0

(
ω

ω0

)3/2

f
(
γ = (ω/4ω0)

1/2
) ∆ω

ω
πθ2

d. (10)

The average flux in the collection angle θd and with bandwidth ∆ω, Fav, in photons per

second, is NT multiplied by the repetition rate, frep, of the laser pulse/electron beam inter-

action, i.e., Fav = NTfrep. The average source brightness (in photons/s/mm2/mrad2/0.1%

BW) is given by
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Bav =
Fav

(2π)2rb2θd
2
� αfN0a

2
0

64πr2b

(
ω

ω0

)3/2

f
(
γ = (ω/4ω0)

1/2
) ∆ω

ω
, (11)

where rb is the electron bunch radius. The peak flux and brightness are, respectively, Fpk =

Fav/(τxfrep) and Bpk = Bav/(τxfrep), where τx is the x-ray pulse duration, which is assumed

to be approximately equal to the electron bunch duration.

C. TS spectrum for narrow energy distribution

For an electron bunch with a narrow energy spread ∆γ/γ0 � 1 about a mean energy,

γ0, and for a narrow distribution in beam angle with spread ∆θ = εn/γrb � 1, where εn

is the normalized emittance and rb the beam radius, estimates for flux and brightness have

been derived [4], [27]. In particular, the total number of photon scattered per laser-electron

bunch interaction, into a small bandwidth ∆ω/ω � 1, is approximately

NT = 2παN0a
2
0

∆ω

ω
NbFcoll, (12)

assuming a2
0 � 1, where Nb is the number of electrons per bunch interacting with the laser

pulse. Here, Fcoll is a factor determined by the collection angle θd of the X-ray optics, i.e.,

Fcoll = θ2
d/(θ

2
d + θ2

T ) with

θT
2 �

[
(∆ω/ω)2 + (∆ω/ω)0

2 + (∆ω/ω)ε
2 + (∆ω/ω)i

2]1/2
/γ2, (13)

where (∆ω/ω)0 = 1/N0, (∆ω/ω)ε = εn
2/rb

2 and (∆ω/ω)i = 2∆γ/γ represent the contribu-

tions to the bandwidth from the finite interaction length, the beam emittance and energy

spread, respectively. The average flux is Fav = NTfrep and the average brightness is

Bav =
NTfrep

(2π)2σ2
rσ

2
θ

, (14)

where σr � rb and σθ � θT are the rms source size and opening angle of the radiation,

respectively, and rb � r0 has been assumed, where r0 is the laser pulse radius.
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III. EXAMPLES BASED ON LWFAS

A. Self-Modulated Laser Wakefield Accelerator

The SMLWA provides short (< 100 fs) high charge (> 1010 electrons) bunches having a

broad energy distribution (100%). Thus TS using a SMLWA injector will be characterized by

high photon flux with and broad bandwidth. In the SMLWA, an instability initiated at the

front of a laser pulse leads to increasingly strong self modulation of the laser pulse envelope

at λp periodicity and resonant enhancement of the wakefield. The requirements for this

instability are a laser pulse long compared with λp and powers exceeding the threshold for

relativistic self-focussing. The strong enhancement of wakefield strength over the standard

LWFA leads to self-trapping of plasma electrons, while the relativistic focussing increases

the acceleration distance, allowing high electron energies to be reached with a high charge

per bunch. Bunch lengthening due to space charge effects [33] can be avoided by minimizing

the propagation distance of the electron bunch before the TS interaction, thus keeping the

electron bunch length as close as possible to the laser pulse length. Shorter drive pulse

lengths combined with higher plasma densities can lead to higher X-ray brightness and

shorter electron beam bunch lengths. That is, decreasing the laser pulse length L = cτL

requires increasing plasma density to satisfy L > λp, and the wake axial electric field scales

roughly as Ez ∼
√
n0. Uncontrolled trapping leads to a broad energy distribution of the

form [21]- [27]

f(γ) = f0 exp(−γ/γ0), (15)

where f0 and γ0 are constants.

Empirical parameters for the LBNL SMLWA are as follows [27]: The electron distribution

for a SMLWA having a 10 Hz driving pulse of 50 fs and a0 ∼ 1 and plasma density of a few

1019 cm−3, as measured with a bending magnet, is

fg(γ) = 0.24e−0.3γ. (16)
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FIG. 1. The average flux into 3 and 10 mrad collection angles and average brightness for the

SMLWA-based TS design (see Table 2, col. 2 for parameters) shows the influence of the high charge

per bunch (∼ 5 nC) and broad energy distribution.

The total charge is at least 5 nC per bunch, or 3× 1010 particles.

Using these electron beam parameters, the following TS source may be designed. A 600

mJ, 1.4 ps laser pulse with a wavelength of 800 nm and a rep rate of 10 Hz is focussed

to a spot size of 6 microns. With a corresponding a0 of 0.7, about 3 × 1011 photons per

second are radiated in all frequencies and all angles. Brightness as a function of photon

energy in photons/s/mm2mrad2/0.1% BW at a 10 Hz rep rate, calculated with Eq. (11), is

shown in Fig. 1 1. The average brightness for these parameters peaks between 2 and 3 keV

and has a total bandwidth of about 10 keV. As the result of the use of an ultrashort laser

pulse, the peak brightness (Bpk = Bav/(τxfrep) ∼ 3-4×1019 photons/s/mm2mrad2/0.1%

BW) is 12 orders of magnitude higher than the average brightness for these parameters.

The parameters and X-ray characteristics are summarized in Table 1, column 2.

The full spectral flux density over a range of 20 keV in photon energy and 50 mrad

observation angle is shown in Fig. 2c, accompanied by the electron energy distribution (Fig.

2a), computed from a generalization of Eq. (11) to account for off-axis angles. The higher

the on-axis photon energy corresponding to each slice in energy the lower the amplitude.

Beam emittance is about 1 π mm mrad. Note that for the corresponding divergences of ∼10
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FIG. 2. Energy distribution (a) and spectral flux density (c) for SMLWA; energy distribution

(b) and spectral flux density (d) for colliding pulse for the parameters in Table 1. The integral

of the distributions are 3× 1010 and 3× 107 electrons per bunch for SMLWA and colliding pulse,

respectively. The intensity distributions illustrate the contrast between the two injection schemes

in scattered X-ray bandwidth and spatial collimation at a fixed observation frequency.
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mrad, divergence broadening can be neglected for the bulk of the emissions (photon energies

less than 15 keV).

B. Colliding Pulse All-Optical Injector

In this section, we discuss generating near-monochromatic x-rays using TS off electron

bunches produced with the colliding pulse laser-plasma electron source for generating truly

femtosecond electron bunches [28]- [30]. The source generates ultrashort electron bunches

by using laser pulses to dephase background plasma electrons undergoing fluid oscillations

in a standard LWFA plasma wake. This colliding pulse scheme has the ability to produce

femtosecond electron bunches with low fractional energy spreads using relatively low injec-

tion laser pulse intensities compared to the pump laser pulse. (a2
inj � a2

pump ∼ 1, where

a = eA/mc2 is the normalized vector potential of the pulse).

The colliding pulse optical injection scheme employs three short laser pulses: an intense

(a2
0 � 1) pulse (denoted by subscript 0) for plasma wake generation, a forward going injec-

tion pulse (subscript 1), and a backward going injection pulse (subscript 2). The frequency,

wavenumber, and normalized intensity are denoted by ωi, ki, and ai (i = 0, 1, 2). Further-

more, ω1 = ω0, ω2 = ω0−∆ω (∆ω ≥ 0), and ω0 � ∆ω � ωp are assumed such that k1 = k0,

and k2 � −k0. The pump pulse generates a plasma wake with phase velocity near the speed

of light (vp0 � c). When the injection pulses collide (some distance behind the pump) they

generate a slow ponderomotive beat wave with a phase velocity vpb � ∆ω/2k0 � c. During

the time in which the two injection pulses overlap, a two-stage acceleration process can oc-

cur, i.e., the slow beat wave injects plasma electrons into the fast wakefield for acceleration

to high energies. Injection and acceleration can occur at low densities (λp/λ ∼ 100), thus

allowing for high single-stage energy gains, with normalized injection pulse intensities of

a1 ∼ a2 ∼ 0.2. Furthermore, the colliding pulse concept offers detailed control of the injec-

tion process: the injection phase can be controlled via the position of the forward injection

pulse, the beat phase velocity via ∆ω, the injection energy via the pulse amplitudes, and
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the injection time (number of trapped electrons) via the backward pulse duration.

As an example, for a plasma density of Nb = 7 × 1017 cm−3, the maximum trapping

fraction corresponds to a bunch number of Nb ∼ 0.5 × 107 electrons. Note that the bunch

number can be increased by increasing the laser spot sizes (i.e., laser powers). For example,

when the laser spot sizes are doubled rsi = 30 µm the number of trapped electrons increases

to ∼ 1.5 × 107 and the normalized transverse emittance increases to ∼ 3.9 mm-mrad. Es-

timates indicate that space charge effects can be neglected while the bunch remains inside

the plasma [29] and can be minimized for sufficiently high energy electron beams [33].

In the TS example summarized in column 1 of Table 1, a 0.8 micron laser with 500

mJ energy and 1 ps duration focussed to a 6 micron spot is scattered off of a 25 MeV

electron beam with a few fs bunch length, assuming the electron beam parameters from

simulations discussed in the previous section, designed for an on-axis photon energy of 12.4

keV. With a rep rate of 10 Hz, and a 1 mrad collection angle, the average brightness is

about 108 photons/s/mm2mrad2/0.1% BW. Due to the low contributions of inhomogeneous

broadening, the peak brightness of (5× 1021 photons/s/mm2mrad2/0.1% BW) is two orders

of magnitude higher than for the SMLWA in spite of 3 orders of magnitude lower total flux

into all angles and frequencies. From this example we conclude that this unique source,

capable of producing truly femtosecond pulses, should have sufficient flux and brightness to

perform pump probe type experiments.

The full spatial and spectral characteristics are shown in Fig. 2d, along with the energy

distribution (Fig. 2b). Note that this profile can be thought of as a composite slice of

the SMLWA case. The energy distribution for the SMLWA is similar to a weighted sum of

narrow energy slices, and the topography of the spectral flux density of the SMLWA arises

from a sum of weighted contributions similar to Fig. 2d d, each having a different on-axis

frequency. Because N0 is large, the spectral flux density contains a strong signature of the

energy distribution in both designs and can be used as a diagnostic.
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Parameter Colliding Pulse SMLWA BTF

Laser wavelength λL 0.8µm 0.8µm 0.8µm

Laser pulse energy UL 0.5 J 0.6 J 0.04 J

Laser pulse duration (FWHM) τL 1 ps 1.4 ps 100 fs

Electron beam energy γ 50 Exp. Distribn. 98

Number of electrons Nb 3× 107 3× 1010 8× 109

Electron bunchlength (FWHM) τb 3 fs 100 fs 30 ps

Electron spot size (FWHM) rb 6 µm 6 µm 90 µm

Normalized emittance εN 1 mm-mrad 1 mm-mrad 30 mm-mrad

Bandwidth δω/ω 10−3 10−3 10−3

Collection angle 1 mrad 3 mrad 1mrad

Repetition rate 10 Hz 10 Hz 2 Hz

Flux (ph/s/0.1%BW) in coll. angle 5× 104 2× 105 6× 102

Ave. brightness (ps/s/mm2-mrad2/0.1%BW) 1.5× 108 9× 107 3× 103

Peak brightness (ps/s/mm2-mrad2/0.1%BW) 5× 1021 1020 1016

Tot. no. photons/s (all freq., all angles) 2× 108 3× 1011 2× 107

X-ray pulselength 3 fs < 100 fs 300 fs

X-ray photon energy (keV) 12.4 keV Broadband, 30 keV

max at 2-3 keV

TABLE I. Comparison of TS designs using laser wakefield accelerators and experimental results

with an RF accelerator.

IV. CONCLUSION

Laser wakefield accelerators provide electron bunches suitable for the production of ultra-

short, high brightness x-ray pulses through 180◦ Thomson scattering. To date the study of
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ultrafast processes has largely relied on femtosecond optical pulses from mode-locked lasers.

Since x-rays interact with core electronic levels and hence are effective structural probes,

the availability of femtosecond x-ray pulses and the intrinsic synchronization between laser

and x-ray pulses would make it possible to directly probe changes in atomic structure on

ultrafast time scales.

The self-modulated laser wakefield accelerator provides high charge (5 nC) in bunches

of less than 100 fs at 100% energy spread (the bulk of the distribution is at energies of a

couple of MeV with a exponential tail extending out to tens of MeV). The TS spectrum

and spatial profile is characteristically broad. Based on current measured values for the

such electron bunches, a design having a0 < 1 which sets the bulk of the photon energies in

the range of a few keV has been described. Peak brightnesses are predicted to exceed 1019

photons/s/mm2mrad2/0.1% BW.

The proposed colliding pulse optical injection scheme has the ability to produce electron

bunches of a few fs, having low energy spread and emittance. While charge levels are lower

than for the SMLWA, low energy spread and divergence enables an increase of two orders

of magnitude in peak brightness.

Although summarizing source performance using a single number (e.g. peak brightness)

can be useful for some applications, proper evaluation must be made based on the type of

experiment and its requirements, as well as on the ease of implementation and available

infrastructure. These laser-plasma electron beam sources offer some unique advantages: (1)

TS based sources can produce tunable ultra-short x-ray pulses using relatively low energy

electron beams. (2) The source parameters such as photon energy, brightness, and band-

width, are controllable through electron beam and laser parameters. For example, rapid

polarization and wavelength control is possible through the laser polarization and wave-

length tuning, respectively. (3) The pulse length is controllable through the laser pulse

length, electron bunch length, and interaction geometry. (4) The methods provide perfect

synchronization between the laser pulse, electron bunch, and x-ray pulse.

These laser-plasma sources of x-rays are of table-top size. The major equipment required
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for such a source is a high power, chirp-pulse amplification laser system, which is becoming

commonplace [34]. However, for all laser-plasma sources, laser repetition rate and average

power have been some of the main limitations. Future research into the development of high

average power lasers, as well as optical storage cavities for ultra-short pulses, would have a

tremendous impact on the scientific reach of these laser-plasma based sources.
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